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„The superfluous, it‘s so essential“ 

  

       Voltaire 
                     (French Essayist and Philosopher) 
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Your watches and jewellery are a substantial investment. Taking 

care of them will ensure you can enjoy them even longer. 

LEANSCHI provides numerous practical, stylish STORAGE SOLU-

TIONS, TRANSPORTATION POUCHES, PREMIUM BOXES as well 

as  WATCHWINDERS featuring smart and unique functions. 

For storing your collectibles at home or  for travelling with them the 

world over, we have developped many suitable boxes, cases and 

pouches. Protecting your timepieces or your other collectibles  is, 

indeed, our core business. 

S TORAG E  &  T RAN SPORT  SOLUT IONS  
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Vintage or contempory? 

LEANSCHI is providing a wide 

choice and always the right stora-

ge solutions for your collectibles. 
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LUXURY WOODEN JEWELLERY and WATCHES BOXES 

Genuine macassar ebony veneer at its best. 
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Easy settings 

Hi-end, silent electro-motors designed in Japan (Mabuchi) 

A/C power and / or batteries*  

„BOOST“, „SLEEP“ and „12 o‘CLOCK“ functions* 

LED-Technology for lower energy comsumption  

Winders‘ cases mostly made  of  recyclable MDF wood 

Versatile and adjustable watch-holders, spring-mounted, suitable for small and 

large watches 

3 years warranty 

 

 

 

*(depending on devices) 

   

L E ANSCH I  WATCHW I ND E RS  MA I N  F E ATUR E S  
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LEANSCHI STRAPS and BRACELETS are modern, sleek, stylish 

and elegant accessories.  

They can be worn in a very casual way, yet they can perfectly 

match a suit as well. Never all-too dominant, colourful or dark, 

they discretely enhance your look, adding a touch of sophisticati-

on to it.  

Most of them are perfectly water-resistant and some of them are 

even washable. Depending on the lines, clasps are made of ster-

ling silver, aluminium or steel; anodised,  DLC or PVD-coated, 

sometimes even 18ct rosegold-plated. 

WR I S T ST RA PS  &  B RAC E L E T S  
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MC-ROPE bracelets, made of woven cotton, are inspired 

from Tibetan and South-American tablelands folks. 

100% washable. 
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CUFFLINKS are the utmost refinement for modern gentlemen.  

No need to wear a tuxedo to wear cufflinks: highly versatile, our 

LEANSCHI cuffs perfectly fit more casual dress-codes too. Also 

suitable during summer when shirts with cuffs can be worn with no 

jacket and no tie. 

C  U F  F  L  I  N  K  S  
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The „KISS of the DRAGON“  

The DRAGON is a mythic beast of incredible strength, mastering 

both flight and fire.  

Made from fine-bone hand-painted porcelain from a 300 years old 

Viennese manufacture, these 18ct rosegold-plated cufflinks in ster-

ling silver are stylish accessoires for gentlemen hi-flyers. 

limited edition 88 pairs 
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Vienna 1900 
This sumptous collection is made of ster-

ling silver, rhodium-coated and decently 

interpreted in black and white. Our 

homage to the great artists and designers 

from Vienna Art-Nouveau (Jugendstil) 

and Avant-Garde around 1890-1910. 
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So Precious 
Sterling silver rosegold-plated in combination with 

gorgeous materials like porcelaine or natural horn, 

finely handcrafted in Vienna. 
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Stealth 
Strong, stronger… unscratchable 

Our blackened 316L steel DLC-coated cuffs are 

tougher than their bearers. Combined with carbon

-fibre inlays or natural rubber in various colours, 

they are sbsolutely perfect with a white shirt. 

The precious stone set on their feet are  always 

matching  that colour.  
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Our BUSINESS GEAR and our LEATHER GOODS are styled to 

accompany you to the end of the world… and beyond.  

Robust, our split SAFFIANO leather, a structured and patterned 

genuine calf leather, is combined with hi-end water-repellent 

LODEN (100% merino wool) from Austrian / Styrian company 

Leichtfried  for giving birth to gorgeous business & urban bags 

both elegant and full of smart features.  

LEANSCHI business leather gear has been developed to look 

good and to last long. All leather panels edges are painstakingly 

dyed, carefully stitched together, underlining our utmost care 

for quality and our ambition to offer everlasting gear. 

L E A TH E R  GOODS & BUS I N ES S  GE A R  
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Genuine,   

all weather-proof 

merino wool from 
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The „PEN-SLOT“  

An easy-to-access, hidden side-

pocket for your writing instru-

ment. It stands always ready and 

can be used  fast, without ope-

ning your messenger-bag. 

One of some unique, smart fea-

tures to be found on our leather 

products.  
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The LEANSCHI brand is striving for innovative design, functional 

products and advanced features. As such, our TECH-WALLETS 

are a true contemporary alternative to leather wallets.  

Those credit-card holders, fully RFID-protected, are made from 

genuine carbon-fibre panels and / or  colourful anodized alumi-

nium. Compact, they are the perfect solution for storing up to 10 

credit-cards; their money clip or elastic ribbon are ideal for bank 

notes. 

T ECH -WAL L E T S  
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V1 
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V2 
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Keep an eye on your most precious resource:  you will never 

have enough of it... 

A quick glance keeps you perfectly aware of it:  

TIME… and along the way, you take in the full DATE while you 

are looking at a large, vintage style display, part of a quartz-

powered ANNUAL or PERPETUAL CALENDAR clock.  

Time is no longer flying, just flipping… and its sight will amuse 

and amaze you. 

WAL L  a n d  DE SK -C LOCKS  
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ENGLISH-mutation…  

… or GERMAN-mutation available 
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Some of LEANSCHI‘s most outstanding products are produced 

exclusively as LIMITED EDITIONS. 

Manually crafted by master-craftsmen, the manufacturing pro-

cess requires unique skills or techniques; or both. These excepti-

onal pieces, made from refined materials, will long be cherished 

and enjoyed by civilised aesthetes. 

L I M I T E D  ED I T I ONS  
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ASSOC IA T ED BRANDS R EP RES ENTED  b y  L EANSCH I  &  P a r t n e r s  

ALBEDO  
_____________________ 

 

fine urban leather 

ELIE BLEU 
__________________________ 

 

cigars accessories  
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LEANSCHI‘s collection of FINE ACCESSORIES is 

constantly growing  and  is evolving around four pillars. 

Stylish new products are regularly added to our range of 

storage & transportation solutions for watches 

and jewellery, to our collection of fine cufflinks or dis-

ruptive wristbands, to our leather collection or to  

our desk / office universe.  

Discover more items for gentlemen and watch-aficionados 

at  your nearest official LEANSCHI dealer … or soon, in our 

dedicated concept store. 

 

www.LEANSCHI.com 
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Born in Vienna at the eve of 2018, LEANSCHI is a young 

brand developing fine accessories for urban, refined consu-

mers & gentlemen alike. 

The LEANSCHI brand results from aspirational values; an 

aspiration towards premium, personal gear and affordable 

accessories, highly-suitable for daily use. Their enjoye-

ment must be enhanced by superior features and clear-

cut, contemporary design. They must stand out of the 

crowd, yet remain descent, discrete and accompany their 

owners through life’s journey… 

Items you would not necessarily need, true. Yet, they are  

products with a genuine usability. Soon, you are realizing 

you do not want to miss them anymore. They are perfect 

accessories you would cherish for the rest of your life. 

Simply because they look so nice and are so well thought-

out. Superfluous? Maybe. Essential? Certainly. 

 

 

www.LEANSCHI.com 
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